
Bred Winner (Filthy Dirty Desires Book 1)

Author: Frankie Love

The woman I crave just moved into the house across the street to be the nanny.

Big tits, big hips — damn she makes me hard.

Running my chain of auto-shops means I’m a busy man. Problem is I have no one to share my success with.

When Molly needs a cup of sugar, she comes knocking on my door.

She’s asking for something sweet, but her eyes tells me she wants something filthy.

I can see it now: her in my kitchen, barefoot and pregnant — ready for me to bring home the bacon.

Dear Reader,

Major is a real man who knows what he kneads. It’s time for him to be the Bred Winner Molly has always dreamt about.

xo, frankie

Welcome to filthy dirty desires!

Forget being sweet … this year we want to give into our dirtiest desires.

Taboo, dangerous, and over-the-top, we’re bringing you everything you were too scared to ask for.

**Don’t worry, loves, these are still packed with the heroes you crave and the HEA’s you deserve!

Read more

Reckless Heir (Underworld Kings): An Arranged Marriage Mafia Romance

Author: Jenika Snow

From USA Today bestselling author Jenika Snow comes a new full-length standalone arranged marriage mafia romance set in the Underworld Kings

world that blurs the lines between right and wrong.

My father sold me off to a ruthless killer in the Russian mafia, an alliance between the Bratva and the Cosa Nostra.

An arranged marriage where I’d be at the mercy of the man who’d no doubt see me as his property, where I was sure he’d be just as cruel and violent as every

other Made Man I’d known in my life.

Nikolai Petrov, known to be a sociopath and for killing anyone for the smallest infraction. And I'd be forever tied to him, an accessory he could use or dispose of

any way he saw fit.

And then I found myself painted red, my wedding dress stained in blood. A man dead by my husband's hands for simply touching my hair.

I was terrified of the lengths Nikolai would go to get what he wanted… to keep me as his, but despite all of that I felt something far stronger, far more dangerous.

Need. Want. Dark and depraved desire. And it was all for the man who said I was his.

For better or worse.

Read more

Fierce King: An Enemies to Lovers Romance (L.A. Ruthless Series Book 1)

Author: Sadie Kincaid

Today is my wedding day.

In a few breathless moments, I will be Mrs Alejandro Montoya.

He is the King of L.A, and everything a woman could want. Handsome, powerful, rich, and hotter than hell itself.

But I am not just any woman. I am Alana Carmichael and I’m only here to save my father. I will not bow to any king.

This is no fairy tale. This is my nightmare.

He is fierce and unyielding. I should hate him. But, the way he looks at me makes me feel more alive than I’ve ever felt before, and his touch sets my skin on fire.

And as I uncover the secrets of our pasts, I discover that monsters are not always what they seem. Sometimes, the real monsters look like ordinary men.

Fierce King is a forced marriage, dark mafia romance. It is book 1 in the L.A Ruthless series and features the Montoya crime family.

Read more
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Priceless: A Dark College Romance

Author: Miranda Silver

Are you afraid of the dark, Christina? I don't need the lights on to read you like a book.

The first time I meet the wolf’s cold eyes, we’re at a college party.

Maybe you like the dark more than you think.

I just quit the cheer squad. I’m about to dump my musician boyfriend. I’m partying harder than ever. I let money run through my fingers because I’m done

reaching for standards I’ll never meet.

Soon, I’m broke. And I don’t want anyone to know.

The more you hide your true self, the more you’re going to let it out with me.

I'm bubbly and outgoing. He's icy and alone. I stay away. I touch myself, thinking of him.

When I finally seek out Patrick Caruthers, he has a proposition.

Mind games. Humiliation. Control. Schedules. Him. Me.

I think you’re going to be the perfect playmate.

I'm not perfect. I'm not stunning or noble. I’m not a heroine.

You’re priceless.

I'm just a girl . . .

You were made for me.

And he’s a cold bastard

Who is paying me for sex.

Read more

Archer: A Hand Body Novel (A Hard Body Novel Book 1)

Author: Debra Kayn

A woman on the run finds a man who will stand by her side in this scorching hot series debut by the author of the Bad Boy Biker novels.

After escaping her violent ex-boyfriend, Jane Beaumont is on her way home to Bay City, Oregon, with a cat, a hundred grand in cash, and a pistol. She’s planning

to lay low at her Beaumont Body Shop, a car detailer where her brother secretly runs a private investigation agency. The only wrench in her plan is Kage Archer:

sexy, strong, and determined to protect Jane at all costs. She’s wanted Kage for years, but putting him in harm’s way is not a risk she’s willing to take.

Kage is no stranger to the dark side of life, and when Jane expressed her interest in him years ago, he pushed her away for her own good. Now, after learning of

all she’s endured, Kage can’t leave her side—or hide his burning need for her. But when danger comes knocking, can Kage convince Jane that the safest place

to be is in his arms?

Read more

Claimed By Cupid (Nick and Holly Book 2)

Author: Dana Isaly

Date a Silver Fox? Check. 

Share your New Year’s kiss with said Fox? Check. 

Have a Big O during Valentine’s Day dinner? Check. 

 

Wait…what was that last one? 

 

Holly is quickly falling for Nick, and she can’t wait to spend their first Valentine's Day together. 
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And, boy, does this Silver Fox have a surprise up his sleeve. 

 

A very public surprise. 

 

But this isn’t just about lust anymore, and Nick is tired of taking things slowly. 

 

Cupid’s arrow is pointed directly at Holly. 

 

This holiday, Nick is claiming her as his own.

Read more

Boss of Mine

Author: Penny Wylder

I accidentally flashed my boss.

It's all because that other intern spilled coffee on me.

Fate must hate me, because while I was changing into clean clothes in an empty board room, HE walked right in. Bam, full frontal.

Worse? I had to sit through the meeting in that SAME room while my boss sat across from me, his blue eyes sizzling, hands folded over his yummy lips.

I expected one of two things:

That he'd never mention it again (my preferred option)

Or to be fired (ugh)

But when he calls me into his office, he does something else...

He tells me he can't get the vision of me out of his head.

That he needs to see me (all of me) again so he can move on.

Our first encounter was an accident.

Will the second be something better... or worse?

Read more

Daddy's Angel (Forbidden Reads Book 1)

Author: K.A Knight

I never wanted to need him.

But when my boyfriend cheats on me, I decide to get a little revenge...by sleeping with his father.

Tyler, Mr. Phillips. The silver fox that fills my fantasies and has been off limits… until now. Our one night together turns into more than we could have ever

imagined, but when real life explodes into our torrid romance can we handle what it brings?

Hearts are broken, lives are ruined, but if we can survive the world pulling us apart, we just might have a chance at a happily ever after.

Buckle up daddy, I’m about to be your angel.

Screw you Justin, your dad does it better.

*This book contains dark elements which some readers may find triggering. All characters in this story are over eighteen and all sexual interactions are fully

consensual.*

Read more

Fierce Queen: An Enemies to Lovers Romance (L.A. Ruthless Series Book 2)

Author: Sadie Kincaid

My name is Alana Montoya. 

 

My husband is the King of L.A. And I am his Queen. 

 

I never asked for this life, but now that it’s mine, I will fight for it with every breath in my body. 

 

Our love is fire and fury, burning brighter than the heat of a thousand suns. But when secrets and betrayal threaten our chance at happiness, will the flames be 

enough to vanquish our enemies, and destroy our doubts and fears? Or will the ashes and embers of what we once had be all that remains? 
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A war is coming to L.A, and when it is over, only one side will be left standing. 

 

A fierce King will burn the whole world down to get what he wants. 

 

But, a wise King knows that he can’t win a war alone. 

 

Because when all is said and done, everyone knows that the Queen is the most powerful player on the board. 

 

Praise for Fierce King: 

'Alejandro is definitely one of the hottest Mafia Bosses I have ever read about.' 

‘The chemistry between both Alejandro and Alana is electrifying!!!!!’ 

'The chemistry between these two is fire & the steam is off the charts.' 

'Be Still my beating heart…. 

I’m still swooning over Alejandro Montoya, he is going to steal your hearts and live in your memories as one of the best book boyfriends ever!!!!! 

What a story!!! This is now one of my favorite ever reads!' 

'Okay, let me break it down for you.... I LOVED IT. Totally hooked.' 

'If I could give this book more stars I would... The characters and plot had me hooked from the beginning, it was so good in fact I read it in a day because I

couldn't put it down.' 

'This is dark mafia romance at its finest.Hot, steamy alpha male goodness, Alejandro was it for me.And don’t even get me started on the smut. You’ll need a cold

flannel for their scenes.’ 

'Just! Wow!!Alejandro Montoya is a hot, sexy, alpha monster, but does he have a heart..? A fantastic story, with characters that have soul and emotion, that isn't

just all about the hot sexy, steaminess, although there is that in abundance too!!! 

Just brilliant' 

 

Publishers note: Fierce Queen is an enemies to lovers/ forced marriage, dark Mafia romance which contains scenes and themes of an adult nature.

Read more

Her Soul to Take (Souls Trilogy)

Author: Harley Laroux

Leon I earned my reputation among magicians for a reason: one wrong move and you're dead. Killer, they called me, and killing is what I'm best at. Except her.

The one I was supposed to take, the one I should have killed - I didn't. The cult that once controlled me wants her, and I'm not about to lose my new toy to them.

Rae I've always believed in the supernatural. Hunting for ghosts is my passion, but summoning a demon was never part of the plan. Monsters are roaming the

woods, and something ancient - something evil - is waking up and calling my name. I don't know who I can trust, or how deep this darkness goes. All I know is my

one shot at survival is the demon stalking me, and he doesn't just want my body - he wants my soul.

Her Soul to Take is book 1 in the Souls Trilogy. Although all the books are interconnected, they are stand-alone and can be read in any order.

Content Note

This book contains sexual scenes, kink/fetish content, horror elements, drug use, and depictions of hard kink/edgeplay. Please see the book preview for complete

CW.

Read more

My Father's Boss (The Family Affairs Series)

Author: Fiona Davenport

When one of the partners requested his daughter do her internship at his law firm, Beau Trahan reluctantly agreed. He didn’t want a high school student

underfoot, but her dad was one of his top lawyers. The last thing he expected was to see Isabella Ford on her first day and want to make her his.

All it took was one look for Isabella to fall for her father’s boss. She was afraid of how her father was going to react when he found out that she was in love with

Beau…and that she’d been lying to keep their relationship a secret.

Read more

Soul Eater: M/M Fantasy Romance (Monstrous Book 1)

Author: Lily Mayne

Twenty years ago, monsters rose on earth and began a new age of civilization. 

 

One where humans live in military-controlled, cramped and dirty cities along the coasts, and the majority of the United States is known as the Wastes. A lawless,
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desolate and dangerous place, teeming with monsters that have claimed the land for their own. 

 

Including Wyn the Soul Eater. 

 

He appears every three years, making his way across the country and slaughtering humans randomly, sucking them dry until they’re nothing but husks. 

 

I’ve only been in the military for six months, but now I’m part of a unit tasked with trying to stop and capture him. And when I’m the only soldier out of hundreds

that the Soul Eater leaves alive, I realise that… something about me has intrigued him. 

 

But what is it? What could a twenty-three year old guy from the south, with no one and nothing in the world, have possibly done to capture the attention of a death

monster with horns, blackened fingertips and a face hidden in the dark depths of his hood? 

 

Soul Eater is the debut novel of Lily Mayne. It is the first in a planned post-apocalyptic fantasy series featuring monsters and human men falling in love.

Warning: This m/m love story contains explicit content and is not suitable for young readers. There are also graphic depictions of torture and violence. 

Revised and extended: August 2021

Read more

Selling Her Virtue (Price of Love)

Author: Dani Wyatt

Every one of my friends says their first time sucked.

If a girl’s virtue is such a treasure, why not get something for it besides a sad story? Enter one high-end auction, my stubborn need to win a bet and my virtue is

for sale.

But, when I see the giant of a man in a tuxedo with the hard-set jaw and the scar through his eyebrow, there’s only one cherry picker on my buyers list. Turns out,

he’s way more than I bargained for. He makes me feel safe and treasured and before you know it, I’m the one begging him to take what he dropped a half-mil to

secure.

Only, when he shows up the day after the auction sitting at my parents’ dinner table, I realize just who the man who claimed my first time really is.

Spoiler alert…things are about to get complicated.

Author’s Note: The last place this brooding, possessive hero wants to be is at a virgin auction. He’s about to bail when he spies something he can’t live without.

Get comfortable and watch these two go from zero to sixty as soon as the auctioneer bangs his gavel. Safe, no cheating, and a HEA of course.

Read more

Paint It All Red (Mindf*ck Series Book 5)

Author: S.T. Abby

Hush, little baby, don't say a word...

Will Logan choose them? Or will we watch them burn together?

It's time to fuck with their minds.

It's time to finish it all.

It's time to paint it all red...

Monsters don't usually wish for happily-ever-afters.

**BE WARNED: Some descriptions are vivid and can be a trigger for sensitive readers.

**Graphic

**Sexual Content

**Language

Read more

All The Lies (Mindf*ck Series Book 4)

Author: S.T. Abby
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To understand the monsters in the world, you have to get inside their heads. It's a dangerous place to be, especially when you start to empathize and lose your

own sense of morality.

But that's never happened to me...

I've never felt conflicted on any case. Right is right and wrong is wrong. It's simple. Black and white. There's no such thing as a gray area.

But fuck this case. I don't even know what side I'm on anymore. I don't understand how this town can continue to function without breaking under the weight of all

the lies they've spun and lived.

Every time I find a shard of truth, my gut twists, my heart beats faster, and I hate this place a little more. Every time I think I've heard the worst, another truth is

dug up from the ashes of more burning lies.

Worst of all, I don't even know who to trust anymore. My head is all messed up.

I pride myself on being impossible to fool.

I'm an expert at knowing when someone is lying to me.

I never believed in being blinded by love...until Lana.

**BE WARNED: Some flashbacks can get intense to readers with a sensitive trigger. Skip the blocks in italics if that's the case.

**Graphic

**Sexual Content

**Language

Read more

Dipped In Holly (Nick and Holly Book 1)

Author: Dana Isaly

Holly was just dumped.

Less than a week before Christmas. In public. Dressed as a slutty Mrs. Claus.

All she wants is to hide in the bathroom and have a breakdown in peace.

But the Silver Fox who owns the bar has other plans.

The moment Nick takes in Holly’s grey eyes and sassy attitude, he’s hooked.

There’s no denying the attraction that has sparked between them.

And when that tension finally snaps, he finds himself taking Holly to bed.

A kinky one night stand later, and they’re left questioning if it was enough.

Read more

Scarlet Angel (Mindf*ck Series Book 3)

Author: S.T. Abby

To kill a monster, you have to be twice as monstrous. To love a monster, you have to share your soul... Logan Bennett makes me want to have a future not

tainted by the constant hunger for revenge. Doesn't mean I can stop. Doesn't mean I want to stop. It just means I want more...one day. But how do you make a

good man love the monster inside you without stripping his soul away as well? He is all the best parts of me right now, resurrecting bits of my heart I forgot could

even exist. He makes me feel something other than cold. He also thinks I'm weak and fragile. Something I laugh about to myself, while secretly soaking in all his

protectiveness and concern. If anyone touches him, harms him, or even threatens him, then they should probably run. Because his girlfriend is a little bit crazy.

They just don't know it yet. **BE WARNED: Some of the flashbacks in this one do get a lot more intense and detailed than the ones prior to this book. Anyone

with sensitive triggers should skip the flashbacks. **Graphic **Sexual content **Language

Read more

Neon Gods (Dark Olympus Book 1)

Author: Katee Robert

He was supposed to be a myth.

But from the moment I crossed the River Styx and fell under his dark spell...he was, quite simply, mine.
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*A scorchingly hot modern retelling of Hades and Persephone that's as sinful as it is sweet.*

Society darling Persephone Dimitriou plans to flee the ultra-modern city of Olympus and start over far from the backstabbing politics of the Thirteen Houses. But

all that's ripped away when her mother ambushes her with an engagement to Zeus, the dangerous power behind their glittering city's dark facade.

With no options left, Persephone flees to the forbidden undercity and makes a devil's bargain with a man she once believed a myth...a man who awakens her to a

world she never knew existed.

Hades has spent his life in the shadows, and he has no intention of stepping into the light. But when he finds that Persephone can offer a little slice of the revenge

he's spent years craving, it's all the excuse he needs to help her—for a price. Yet every breathless night spent tangled together has given Hades a taste for

Persephone, and he'll go to war with Olympus itself to keep her close...

"Deliciously inventive...Red-hot."—Publishers Weekly STARRED

"I get shivers just thinking of their interactions. SHIVERS."—Mimi Koehler for The Nerd Daily

Read more

The Maid and the Orcs: A Monster Fantasy Romance (Orc Sworn)

Author: Finley Fenn

She’s fallen for an angel… but he’s mated to a monster.

In a realm of orcs and powerful men, housemaid Alma Andersson is drowning — in grief, debt, and drudgery. And when her awful employer makes his darkest

demand yet, she flees for the forest, and tumbles toward her doom…

Until she’s snatched to safety by a huge, vicious green beast.

An orc.

He’s utterly terrifying, with his towering bulk, sharp teeth, and deadly black claws — but his touch is gentle, and his eyes are kind. And his scent is a deep,

decadent sweetness, sparking a furious flame between them…

But it’s only more disaster, because Alma’s shy, soft-hearted rescuer is already mated… to another orc. A tall, silent, snarling monster named Drafli, who

loathes Alma on sight, and clearly longs for her death.

Yet Drafli will do anything for his sweet mate, even if it means tolerating a weak, worthless human. So he makes Alma a cold, calculated offer: he’ll share his

mate with her… but only on his terms.

He wants her silence.

Her surrender.

Her servitude.

And with Alma’s fate firmly in Drafli’s ruthless hands, how can she face her own dark desires — or all the secrets hidden behind Orc Mountain’s walls? Can a

lost, lonely housemaid come between two orcs… without being crushed?

_____________________

A dark, angsty, full-length, enemies to lovers fantasy romance. Comes after The Midwife and the Orc, but also reads as a standalone. Happily ever after

guaranteed.

Read more

Buttons and Lace

Author: Penelope Sky

From New York Times Bestselling Author Penelope Sky comes a darkly twisted tale of debt, repayment, and violence. Follow Pearl’s story of betrayal,

damnation, and redemption, as she struggles to overcome her situation and growing feelings for her captor, Crow.

I owe him a debt.

A big one.

The payment can't be settled with money or favors.

He only wants one thing.
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Me.

Every action gets a reward. A button. Once I fill his jar with three hundred and sixty-five buttons, he'll let me go.

He'll let me walk away.

But I have to earn every single one.

By submitting to the darkest, cruelest, and most beautiful man I've ever known.

“5 dark ★★★★★s! Pearl clearly has gone through hell and more... this story is so breathtaking !!!! I am awed by her defiance, gallantry, and great fortitude! As

far as Crow is concerned, under his savageness, there are shreds of compassion and humanity” -Goodreads Reviewer

“Haunting, disturbing, emotionally tormenting and oh so dark! I loved Pearl’s strength and bravery. I got lost in Crow’s complexity and fell in love with the

man behind the mask. Being a fan of the dark, this definitely ticked all the right boxes for me.” -Goodreads Reviewer

“I read A LOT of books and this series will always be my favorite. Crow and Pearl. I fell in love with both of them. Penelope Sky knows how to develop her

characters and does it very well. The story never gets boring. This would make a great mini-series for television!” -Amazon Reviewer

“Good golly, Miss Molly! At first, I was apprehensive about reading this book, but … it is truly a work of art. When I find a book that’s this good I end up staying

awake till 4 in the morning because I just can’t put it away till my hubby makes me. This book makes you a little stronger and gives worth to the reason why you

should never stop fighting for yourself. I would recommend it to anyone.” -Amazon Reviewer

Trigger Warning: Not for the faint of heart.

Read more

Sugar Daddies

Author: Jade West

A sugar daddy website doesn’t seem a sound basis for an A1 life plan, but I’m a small town girl with big dreams, and there’s this one advert, this one crazy advert

I can’t stop thinking about…

Two hot guys seeking their Little Miss Right.

Someone who can entertain them, amuse them, fit in with their corporate schedule.

And sex. They want sex.

Lots of sex.

Bonus, right? One major dose of epic win.

Of course, guys like Carl and Rick have their conditions. One being that they come together, or not at all.

Hell, I can live with that.

And there are no skeletons in their designer closet, none that I can find.

Just two hot sugar daddies, with particular tastes, nothing to worry about.

Until Carl and Rick spill the big one, the one that sends the girls running. A whole string of them before me, running to the hills without so much as a backward

glance.

Maybe I should run, too. Thanks but no thanks, see you around, guys, nice knowing you.

But I’m already in way too deep for that.

Warning – as with every other Jade West book, reader discretion is highly advised. This novel contains vivid depictions of MMF / MM relationships, and Jade’s

characters, as always, have very filthy mouths. Mature readers only, please.

Read more

Jace (Her Monster Book 1)

Author: Sam Hall

Sloane:

Desparion. The place where they put men with an inner monster.

A place no sensible citizen goes unless they’re seeking a dark, unrestrained kind of thrill.

Only I love my little sister. It’s her birthday, and despite being the sensible, dependable, boring one, I end up in the alpha zone surrounded by the kind of men only

mentioned in hushed whispers with a sneer of distaste.
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That’s when I met him.

Nearly seven feet tall, all muscle and a devilish smile that promises a night of pleasure. I can do this. I can escape the drudgery for a night, enjoy the wild side,

then slink back to my small sensible life.

But his touch does more than light a fire inside me, it reveals a part of me I didn’t know existed.

Jace:

Every monster has a match. A female who is weak and yet strong. One who responds to pheromones and is driven by instincts every bit as beastly as the

monster inside me.

Those women should be protected, not touched. After what I saw my sister go through, I kept my animal side on a tight leash.

Then I saw her, the cute little citizen taking a walk on the wild side.

But fate has other plans, and she’s not the ordinary I expected.

Mine, the beast inside me says.

I want to protect her.

I want to ruin her for everyone but me.

And I can’t have it both ways.

But if I want to save her, I might not have a choice.

Read more

His Tasty Cherry Pie (A Double Virgin Valentine)

Author: Olivia T. Turner

My father blew up my life.

Shattered it. Destroyed it. Kicked it in the balls.

He caused a worldwide scandal for my family and now there’s nowhere safe for me to go.

So, I flee New York City and hide in Bridgeworth Pines.

It’s a small town in the middle of Connecticut.

I’m living with my crazy aunt while struggling with my new job at the local bakery.

It’s going great, thanks.

But it gets much better when my boss’s son Malcolm walks in.

He’s turning everything around.

Including me.

Twisting and bending me over the counter in more positions than I can count.

The ovens aren’t the only thing heating up the bakery this Valentine’s Day.

Once Malcolm has a taste of my cherry pie, he’s going to be one obsessed alpha.

And I’ll finally be able to live in the moment for a change…

…loving every second of it.

Two V-Cards for the price of one this Valentine’s Day with hot new standalone stories by four of the best short and steamy romance authors!

The couples may be inexperienced, but they’re enthusiastic and ready to learn! Come join in the fun and get your hearts racing this Valentine’s Day!

XO, Frankie, Dani, Olivia, and Hope

Read more
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Love & Monsters

Author: Raven Flanagan

Mina goes out for a moonlit jog when she suddenly falls through a portal into a monstrous world of red skies, demons, and creatures of unimaginable horror. And

she’s the only human there.

Captured and taken to be offered as a pet to the Lord of the City, she’s imprisoned in a dungeon cell already occupied by a strangely attractive and powerful

prisoner, Vadric.

Sparks fly, and fate throws Mina and Vadric together on the journey of a lifetime. While discovering pleasure that she never could have imagined, Mina must find

her strength in a dangerous world.

Read more

Morning Glory Milking Farm (Cambric Creek: Sweet & Steamy Monster Romance Book 1)

Author: C.M. Nascosta

Violet is a typical, down-on-her-luck millennial: mid-twenties, over-educated and drowning in debt, on the verge of moving into her parents' basement. When a

lifeline appears in the form of a very unconventional job in neighboring Cambric Creek, she has no choice but to grab at it with both hands.

Morning Glory Farm offers full-time hours, full benefits, and generous pay with no experience needed . . . there’s only one catch. The clientele is Grade A certified

prime beef, with the manly, meaty endowments to match. Hands-on work with minotaurs isn’t something Violet ever considered as a career option, but she’s

determined to turn the opportunity into a reversal of fortune.

When a stern, deep-voiced client begins to specially request her for his sessions at the farm, maintaining her professionalism and keeping him out of her dreams

is easier said than done. Violet is resolved to make a dent in her student loans and afford name-brand orange juice, and a one-sided crush on an

out-of-her-league minotaur is not a part of her plan—unless her feelings aren’t so one-sided after all.

Morning Glory Farm is a short human/monster romance novel (60k), featuring a high heat slow burn with a lot of heart, and a guaranteed HEA. It is the first book

in the Cambric Creek Monster Romance series and can be read as a standalone. CWs are viewable on the author's website.

Read more

The Sinners Club

Author: Kate Pearce

Surprises await the new earl of Pinchbeck Hall inside his new home in this historical erotic romance series debut by the New York Times bestselling

author.

It's known as the Sinners Club . . . a private gentlemen's club whose members have mysterious pasts and secret fantasies too hot to reveal . . .

Unsure of his reception, Jack Lennox adopts the guise of his own secretary upon returning to his ancestral home to claim his father's earldom. When he arrives,

he's stunned to discover the previous earl's lovely young widow, a woman of beguiling curves and sensual smiles, warming the bed . . .

Mary Lennox is determined to remain in Pinchbeck Hall and a mere secretary isn't going to tell her otherwise. But Jack Smith is a man of many talents and soon

she's succumbing to his erotic games of pleasure. Only Mary may have underestimated the intensity of her wanton longings and the depths of Jack's dark

desires . . .

Praise for the House of Pleasure series

“With historical detail, strong character development, a slight mystery, caring relationships and smoking hot sex, there is something for everyone.”

—RT Book Reviews on Simply Sinful

“Sinfully hot. If you like your romance hot as you return to the Regency era, where behind the scenes anything goes, then grab Simply Carnal for your

reading pleasure.” —Romance Reviews Today

Read more

A Touch of Darkness (Hades X Persephone Book 1)

Author: Scarlett St. Clair
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From bestselling author Scarlett St. Clair comes a dark and enthralling reimagining of the Hades and Persephone Greek myth.

"Let me worship you," he said.

She remembered the words she had whispered to him in the back of the limo after La Rose. "You will worship me, and I won't even have to order you."

His request felt sinful and devious, and she reveled in it.

She answered, "Yes."

Persephone is the Goddess of Spring in title only. Since she was a little girl, flowers have only shriveled at her touch. After moving to New Athens, she hoped to

lead an unassuming life disguised as a mortal journalist. All of that changes when she sits down in a forbidden nightclub to play a hand of cards with a hypnotic

and mysterious stranger.

Hades, God of the Dead, has built a gambling empire in the mortal world and his favorite bets are rumored to be impossible. But nothing has ever intrigued him as

much as the goddess offering him a bargain he can't resist.

After her encounter with Hades, Persephone finds herself in a contract with the God of the Dead, and his terms are impossible: Persephone must create life in the

Underworld or lose her freedom forever. The bet does more than expose Persephone's failure as a goddess, however. As she struggles to sow the seeds of her

freedom, love for the God of the Dead grows—a love that is both captivating and forbidden.

Read more

Big Bad Wolf (The Lycans, 1)

Author: Jenika Snow

*A top 40 Amazon bestseller.*

I wasn’t human, not completely.

A Lycan—a centuries-old wolf-like creature that was feared by all, stronger than anything on the planet, and who was only ever after one thing. My mate.

For over three hundred years, I had one purpose in life. Find her, the one female born to be mine. My female who’d cause the Linking Instinct—that supernatural

connection that told me she was mine and I hers—to finally take root and make me whole.

And for hundreds of years, I’d been alone, saving myself for my mate, never stopping the search.

Until I scented her, saw her, finally felt my heart beat and the blood rush through my veins with hope and anticipation.

Mine.

She didn’t see me, but she sensed me.

And she ran. She couldn’t possibly know how much the chase turned me on.

I didn’t know how I’d make her understand I could never let her go, that nothing and no one would stop me from making her mine.

Because once a Lycan found his mate… nothing in this world, nothing supernatural or human, could keep him from her.

Read more

My Best Friend's Ex (The Binghamton Series Book 2)

Author: Meghan Quinn

My Best Friend's Ex is a small town, roommates to lovers romance that can be read as a standalone romantic comedy. See why readers are falling in love with 

these blue collar heroes. 

 

When I found an eviction notice taped on my apartment door, I had two options: find a comfortable cardboard box to call home, or move in with Tucker Jameson. 

 

Seeing that cardboard makes me feel itchy, I chose the latter. Which shouldn't be that big of a deal since Tucker is one of my good friends. And because he's still 

pining after his ex-girlfriend and I'm trying to finish my nursing degree, there is nothing to worry about in the romance department, making my last semester an 

easy one to conquer. 

 

Boy, was I wrong. 

 

Rules are set, dinners are made, conversations are had, and a shirtless, swoony roommate walks around in nothing but a pair of black briefs, ruining me for every 

other man. 

 

Before I know it, I turn into a panting, lust-filled woman begging for Tucker to kiss me, touch me, and show me exactly what is hiding under those briefs.
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But with great orgasms, comes great consequences. 

 

Tucker might be my friend and roommate but he’s also my best friend's ex-boyfriend, making him completely off-limits. At least that's what my brain is telling me,

my heart is speaking an entirely different language. 

 

*** This is a full length novel , 100,000 words, with a happily ever after, no cliffhanger, no cheating, and full of heart, humor and, steamy heat. ***

Read more

Lola & the Millionaires: Part Two: A Sweetverse Novel

Author: Kathryn Moon

Lola is being hunted by her past, stalked with every step she takes. Sheltered with the pack of her dreams, at first it seems like the hardest challenge isn’t even

staying safe from Indy. Tensions at work are at a tipping point and after taking the role of management’s spy, Lola’s in the crossfire if anything goes wrong. As

romances between Lola and the pack members are developing left and right, the woman who swore she wanted nothing to do with alpha is turning to them like a

bloom to the sun.

If only it weren’t just one monstrous alpha that twisted her own thoughts. Lola is quickly realizing that her worst enemy is herself, and it’s like walking the tightrope

to find a balance with the pack that gives her strength rather than sends her toppling to the ground.

But Indy won’t be ignored. One way or another, he’s determined to get his hands on her again. Lola needs more than a pack to shield her. She needs to be ready

to fight.

Read more

Little Green Vines

Author: Britt Andrews

Don't go into the forest alone, no matter what you see or hear.

Those were the words I heard my entire life and on the day of my twenty-fifth birthday I had no plans to go against those warnings...

But I told myself I'd be quick. I wouldn't linger.

Before I knew it, the trees all looked the same and the sun began setting...

Iris

Finally. I'd been patient. So patient.

For years I watched my little flower from the cover of the forest. My forest.

I lured her into my trap and I'm never going to let her go. She's mine.

Little Green Vines is a 10,000 word sapphic monster romance novella. It contains scenes involving dubious consent and explicit sex. Intended for

readers 18 and over.

Read more

I'll Be Taking This

Author: Olivia T. Turner

Spring Break is for wild girls.

I really don’t know why I’m here.

This is not my scene.

The excessive drinking, the half-naked bodies, the horrible decisions being made. Ugh.

I’d rather be studying.

So, when my friends throw me on stage for a wet t-shirt contest, I nearly die.

Hundreds of people are watching as the MC approaches with the water jugs to show off my jugs.
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That’s when I see him.

Jackson.

Charging through the crowd like a nuclear bomb about to go off.

First, I feel the possessiveness in his eyes.

Then, I feel his hands on me, grabbing me, throwing me over his shoulder, stealing me away.

Saving me.

He’s the rich owner of the hotel and he’s not having any of this.

It’s not the wet t-shirt contest that he’s against.

It’s the hundreds of people watching.

He still wants me to get wet, but it will be for an audience of one.

Just me, him, a tight white shirt, and a big ole jug of water.

That’s a contest I don’t mind entering.

One look at Ella and this hot rich alpha will become totally obsessed! Nothing or no one is going to keep him from his girl.

Insta-love at its finest in a SAFE read with no cheating and a super sweet HEA guaranteed. Double V-cards. Enjoy!

Read more

Secrets We Hunt (One Night Series Book 2)

Author: Dana Isaly

You can run, but you can’t hide, Little Doe.

Wes is in Greece when he catches a glimpse of wild brown hair in the crowd, sending a thrill down his spine. He’d know those curls anywhere. But she couldn’t

be at the wedding of his best friend…right?

And yet, there she is, dancing with the bride, her smile as contagious as ever. It doesn’t take long for the spark between them to flare back to life. But Zoë left for

a reason, and she’s worked hard all these years to keep it from him.

Zoë runs, and Wes chases. His primal instincts kicking into overdrive. This is his second chance, and he isn’t going to let her get away this time.

He knows she’s keeping secrets, and he’s determined to hunt them down.

"This was an emotional and deliciously sexy read, The connection between the characters was instant and I was here for it." - Sade Rena, USA Today Best

Selling Author

Read more

Ryan Rule: New York Ruthless Book 1

Author: Sadie Kincaid

Jessie Heaton is a fearless, flame-haired computer hacker. Independent and feisty, she’s relied on no-one but herself since the age of sixteen. 

 

Working for the Russians, she is finally close to getting the one thing she wants most in life, when she’s stopped in her tracks by the notorious Ryan brothers. 

 

The Ryans are Irish Mafia. They are unstoppable. No-one stands in their way. And nothing comes between a Ryan and his family. 

 

That is, until the hurricane that is Jessie, crashes into their lives. With a world full of secrets and a past that she can’t outrun, will she be their salvation or their 

downfall? 

 

Ryan Rule is Book 1 in the New York Ruthless series. A Reverse Harem/ Dark Mafia Romance full of heat and suspense that will keep you turning the 

pages.
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Publishers Note: This book is a dark romance that deals with mature themes which may be triggering for some. Books 1, 2 and 3 end in a cliffhanger

and book 4 is a HEA.

Read more

Tutoring the Delinquent

Author: Jessa Kane

Teddy Xavier is a college football god—and lately, a known troublemaker. Family issues and scrapes with the law have his grades suffering and now he has no

choice but to be tutored, otherwise he'll be benched for the championship game. Little does Teddy know the possessive wave that will swallow him whole when

he takes one look at Iris Stirling, the quiet campus genius. His methods of keeping Iris are nothing short of extreme. But are they so extreme he'll drive her away?

Read more

A Mischievous Little Mardi Gras: A Holidays at Rawhide Ranch Story

Author: Stella Moore

When Connor invites his best friend and fellow Chef Saul to the Ranch to help with the annual Mardis Gras celebration, both men are elated for their Little girls to

finally meet.

But old hurts and lingering insecurities have Hayleigh and Vicky on edge from the moment they're introduced, and they both find themselves over their Daddies'

knees far more often than they'd like.

A wild misunderstanding finally pushes the girls past their breaking point. And if their Daddies can't get to the bottom of things, the pressure might be more than

one of the couples can take.

Read more

KNOCK KNOCK: A Dark Reverse Harem Romance, Bully Romance, Dark Romance, Erotic Thriller, Erotic

Horror, Psychological Thriller Books

Author: Wynter Adams

From Dark Romance author Wynter Adams, comes a sick and twisted bully romance horror like no other!! This deliciously dark, intense, and depraved 

psychological thriller, boldly pushes the boundaries of modern psycho romance, making ''KNOCK KNOCK'' one of the most exciting and compelling reads in its 

genre, tailored with an original unique twist you will NOT see coming! 

 

***KNOCK KNOCK by Wynter Adams is an unforgettable erotic horror! An amped-up adrenaline rush that brings dark romance to a whole new light! Perfect for 

reverse harem/bully romance fans everywhere!*** 

 

BLURB: One girl…Three men…Fourteen days of HELL! What starts as an inspirational getaway, soon goes horribly awry for up-and-coming writer Maddison 

Carter, who after renting herself a quiet cabin in the woods to work on her latest novel, finds her evening suddenly interrupted by the arrival of a mysterious 

stranger at her door... 

Not only is Maddison about to have every strength she’s ever known tested to the limit, but she will also discover a side of herself willing to do just about anything 

to survive! 

 

Get ready for a new kind of home invasion... 

 

***READER'S PLEASE BE ADVISED: This is a very dark Reverse Harem/Bully Romance book (Contains triggers!!)*** 

 

Don't miss the exciting and intense darker sequel in the series: ''Knock Knock II - Twist Of Fate'' OUT NOW! 

 

 

REVIEWS: 

 

''Most intense, insane, and satisfying book I've ever read!'' – Amazon 

 

''Deliciously depraved and sinister!'' - Goodreads 

 

''Could not put this down, completely devoured it!" - Goodreads 

 

''Holy S!@$ balls this was intense!'' - Amazon 
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''Page turner from start to finish, I could not put this book down, it held me on the edge of my seat from the start'' - Amazon 

 

''Read BOTH books in one setting...gave a mind f! Loved it!'' - TikTok 

 

''This book makes you feel things I didn't know was possible'' - Amazon 

 

''This book had me breathing HARD!! SO GOOD!!'' - Kami F 

 

''Okay, I was NOT expecting any of what happened...AMAZING!!'' - Wattpad 

 

''WOW! What a knockout, so intense!!! Thank you for writing such amazing work!'' - TikTok 

 

''FIVE STAR read for me...loved It!'' - TikTok 

 

''Heart-stopping! I've never read a novel with a plot similar to Knock Knock, highly recommend this book'' - Amazon

Read more

My FiancÃ©â■■s Daddy Wants Me To Undress Him: Age Gap Romance Older Man Younger Woman (My

Forbidden Daddy Romance Book 2)

Author: Jenny Barker

My fiancé, Oscar, is more interested in gaming with his friends than he is in me. Still a virgin and in need of some attention, I find myself becoming more and more

interested in his hot, mature Dad, Lincoln.

Setting myself up to be alone with Lincoln one evening, it isn’t long before my fiancé’s sexy Dad is making a play for me and asking me to undress him. 

But once he’s naked this dominant alpha male is tearing my clothes from me and taking me rough and hard…taking my first time and claiming me as his own.

A very hot and steamy erotic standalone story with a sexy mature stud and a naughty younger woman who’s willing to submit to some forbidden fun

with the man who is most off-limits in her life! A HEA guaranteed.

Read more

A Lady of Rooksgrave Manor (Tempting Monsters Book 1)

Author: Kathryn Moon

On the brink of losing her position as a maid and with no prospects to go on, the offer of a place at Rooksgrave Manor—a house of ill and unusual

repute—sounds like a perfect fit for a young woman with Esther’s inclinations. Even better, the invitation comes by the hand of the handsome Dr. Underwood, a

delicate gentleman with a ferocious alter ego who knows exactly what he wants from Esther.

Upon arrival, the men and the daily decadence of the manor feel too good to be true for a girl of Esther’s station. There are rules to be followed, expectations to

meet, and Esther is afraid she might be too wicked even for a place like Rooksgrave.

Temptations lurk around every shadowy corner and Esther has never been a girl able to resist. But the risk of disappointing her new gentlemen isn’t all that’s

threatening Esther’s new position. Rooksgrave Manor’s protections for its unusual patrons are failing, the wards are crumbling, and Esther’s new and exquisitely

pleasurable life may all come tumbling down.

Read more

Bite Marks (The Lycans, 5)

Author: Jenika Snow

Adryan

I was ruthless, brutal. A sociopath by all accounts. The leader of the American Vampire Clan, a male who all feared because I was merciless.

And then I found my mate. Kayla. So fragile. Breakable. So human.
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I’d make her mine, and she’d hate me for it. I wanted to give her pain with pleasure, wanted to break her skin and lick up the blood I spilled… take Kayla into me

like she’d take me into her.

I’d have her surrendering to my needs. I’d give her my body but wouldn't be able to give her my heart.

How could I when it wasn’t something I had to offer, when I was nothing but a coldhearted killer?

So when the threats come to my front door, it’s time to show my female she’s mated to the most dangerous vampire in the world.

*Although characters and plot points do arc across the books in the Lycans series, each story can be read on it's own without confusion.

Read more

Ryan Retribution: A Dark Mafia, Reverse Harem. Book 3 in New York Ruthless Series

Author: Sadie Kincaid

Time is running out.

With the head of the Bratva determined to take back his daughter, and one of the brothers missing, Jessie and the brothers must act fast to bring him home alive.

Still reeling from the revelations surrounding her family’s true history, Jessie is determined to uncover the truth. And when she can’t get answers from the man

who claims to be her father, she must make a new ally of an old enemy. But when her true destiny is revealed, she is once again forced to choose between her

new family and her old one.

Determined to make a new life for herself, Jessie renounces her claim on her family’s legacy and forges ahead with her new path. But what happens when your

past is determined to track you down no matter how far you run?

With one last ghost to lay to rest, Jessie will need the brothers more than ever if she is to finally break free of the life that won’t let her go. But after everything that

has happened between them, can they trust each other enough to work together and deliver some long awaited retribution?

Ryan Retribution is a dark mafia, reverse harem romance that deals with mature themes. Trigger warnings include kidnap, violence, and reference to

sexual/ physical abuse.

Read more

Scream For Us (The Holiday Masked Men Series)

Author: Molly Doyle

After wandering into an alluring Halloween party that is said to go down in history, Quinn finds herself captivated by three masked men. As she immerses herself

in a night of both pleasure and pain, she finally has the perfect opportunity to bring her darkest fantasies to life.

Or death.

-

This is a Dark Romance/Suspense, RH Novella. Scream For Us contains mature and graphic content that is not suitable for all audiences. TRIGGER WARNINGS

include: graphic sexually explicit scenes, physical assault, attempted sexual assault, violence, mentions of self harm/bullying, mentions of suicide, breath

play/choking, knife play, fire play, blood/gore, voyeurism, mask kink, praise/degradation kink, and murder.

-

Disclaimer: My intent for this novella is to take you on a wild ride. If you’re looking for a story with a solid plot, this is not the book for you. If you’re looking for a

quick, hot, intense read, then this is meant for you. This is not in any way, shape, or form meant to be realistic. Halloween fun vibes only.

Read more

Melt for Me

Author: Jisa Dean

Amethyst is about to have the weekend from hell. She’s going to a cabin for an early spring break getaway with her best friend and a whole crapload of strangers 

and the school’s biggest bully. Oh and to make matters worse - she has to spend the weekend with the hottest man she has ever laid eyes on - Jagger Kingsley. 

He’s everything she isn’t - hot, competent…hot. How the hell is she supposed to endure this weekend getaway and come out the other side of it in one piece. 

 

…And then it snows, trapping everyone inside with one another. And the bad news just keeps piling up for the vacationers… someone in the cabin they are 

staying with is a murderer. 

 

Jagger ‘Jag’ Kingsley has just met the girl he is going to marry. Yeah, she’s a lot younger than he is, and she’s shy and innocent but nothing is going to keep him 

from impressing Amethyst, or Milly as everyone calls her. All he has to do is make her fall in love with him, keep her warm from the freak blizzard that just blew up 

and trapped them in the cabin, and oh, yeah, keep a killer away from her. A killer who wants Milly almost as much as Jag does - but for very different reasons.
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Does Jag have it in him to protect the delicate woman he has chosen for his own? Oh yeah! Snuggle up, grab some warm socks and hot cocoa and enjoy this last

bit of winter romance. If you like your blizzards full of hot alpha man and sizzling nights then Melt for Me, a standalone winter tale, is the story for you. Once you

check out the sauna scene you might be reaching for something cool to drink - no matter how cold it is outside. Enjoy!

Read more

Ryan Redemption: A Dark Mafia Reverse Harem. Book 2 in New York Ruthless Series

Author: Sadie Kincaid

Jessie Heaton is in a world of trouble. Abandoning the safety of the Ryan brother’s penthouse on the word of a man whom she no longer knows.

Alone and afraid, she struggles to determine who is an enemy and who is an ally. And with the ruthless Ryan brothers convinced that she has betrayed them, and

desperate to hunt her down no matter what the costs, she has nowhere left to turn.

When she no longer trusts herself to decipher the truth, Jessie does what she does best.

Runs.

But there is a limit to how far one person can go before their past catches up with them, and Jessie’s past is hot on her heels.

Desperate to uncover the secrets of her family’s history, she knows it’s only a matter of time before she has to confront her demons – including the four hotter

than hell Irish brothers, who are determined to drag the truth from her by any means necessary.

But what happens when you no longer know the difference between truth and lies? If Jessie can’t figure out who she can trust, she will never escape the past that

still holds her captive. Forced to choose between her past and her future, she must make a heart-breaking decision if she is to have any chance at redemption.

Ryan Redemption is a dark mafia, reverse harem romance that deals with mature themes. Trigger warnings include kidnap, reference to sexual/

physical abuse, and mention of pregnancy loss.

Read more

The Virgin and the Beast (Stud Ranch Standalone Book 1)

Author: Stasia Black

They say good things come to those who wait.

Bullsh*%!

My whole life has been about waiting. Playing it safe. Be the good girl, don’t color outside the lines.

Put in the hard work trying to prove myself to Dad, then to my college professors, then to my boss at New World Media. Just waiting for the day when it will all pay

off.

And right when it was all starting to—I finally had the house, the job, I was even thinking about getting a cat—boom!—my life explodes and suddenly now I’m here

and—

“All done,” the doctor interrupts my thoughts, pulling off her gloves with a loud snap.

Even from the bed where I’m lying, my legs spread like the Thanksgiving turkey, I can hear the impatient growl of the man standing in the doorway.

If you can even call him a man. More like a beast out of a friggin’ fairytale.

“Well?” Her pronouncement echoes throughout the room while the speculum is still inside me.

“She’s a virgin.”

Intended for mature audience. Steamy romance with dark themes.

INTERVIEW WITH THE AUTHOR:

Q – Where did you get the idea for this book?

A – Who doesn’t love a Beauty and the Beast story? I’ve been in love with this fairytale since I was a kid and read all sorts of different variations on it. Now that

I’m grown up, well, I couldn’t help but imagining some darker twists and turns the story could take. A tortured hero, kidnap, and a girl falling for her captor—hello,

this is the stuff dark romance is made of!

Q – Why should I read this book?

A – I write the kind of books I love to read, which is dark romantic erotica. I want stories that steam things up in the bedroom but not if those scenes don’t go hand

in hand with three-dimensional characters, can’t-stop-flipping-the-pages suspense, and quality writing. I like alpha males, (doesn’t hurt if they happen to be

billionaires)!, bad boys, BDSM, contemporary, urban settings, and fiction where women can be strong while also exploring all sides of their sexuality. My favorite

books are ones that dare to go into the darkest and most taboo places in the human psychological experience, leaving you wrung out on the other end.

Read more

Perfect Ten (The Off-Season Book 1)
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Author: K.M. Neuhold

A cheeky virgin, a surprisingly romantic bartender, one house, and six months of nothing but fun...

I came to Palm Island two seasons ago, confused about my life and desperate for a change. The island drew me in, but I’m still not sure why.

Maybe it’s time I cut my losses and go back home, back to med school like I always planned.

But when the breathtaking, flirtatious, tattooed bartender I’ve been crushing on for ages offers to let me room with him this off-season, there’s no way I’m leaving

now.

I can’t believe I’ve lived here this long without truly appreciating everything the island has to offer: the beauty of its untouched nature, how to catch a wave, the

appeal of casual s…well, you know. But Ten seems determined to make sure I experience every last one, and then some.

Will this be the last off-season I spend here or could this thing between Ten and I be perfect?

***Welcome to Palm Island: Come for the sweaty nights and beach parties, stay for the endless swoon and heart melting romance.

Read more

Mountain Man Rescued (Mounting Mountain Men Book 5)

Author: Olivia T. Turner

My home was burning.

The mountains were on fire.

Then, out of the ashes, came an angel.

Kennedy.

One look and I knew that I needed her.

When I saw those stunning green eyes and delicious curves, I knew I would do anything to make her mine.

But Kennedy isn’t here on her own.

She’s surrounded by other convicts and a half-dozen armed guards.

They’re part of a program using prisoners to help fight the wildfires.

They’re determined to keep her in chains.

I’m determined to break her free.

Kennedy may be a convict, but I know she’s innocent. I can feel it.

That orange jumpsuit isn’t fooling me.

I’ll break any damn law I have to in order to bring my new obsession home.

And I’ll do anything to make this angel mine and keep her in the mountains where she belongs.

It’s insta-love all the way when this possessive mountain man spots Kennedy lost and in danger in his forest. He saves her from the flames only to consume her

in heated passion.

SAFE and with a super sweet Happily Ever After full of little mountain babies! Double V-cards. Standalone Book. Enjoy!

Read more

Shifters Anonymous (Shifter's Anonymous Book 1)

Author: M.J. Marstens

Who says you can't be smart and loose-legged?

The University of Oxford—that's who.

Meaning Jezebel Harper has a problem because the gorgeous American really wants to keep her scholarship.
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What's a sex addict to do?

Join Sexaholics Anonymous, obviously—except, Belle doesn't read the fine print.

S.A. means something completely different.

Belle shows up at Shifters’ Anonymous, where four drool-worthy males and two stunning women all turn to stare at her. . .

And, instead of being a solution to all her problems, S.A. is where Belle's all begin.

Get ready for a new spin on ‘lost in translation’.

*Previously published as A C0ck and Bull Story

Read more

Love Only Once (Malory-Anderson Family Book 1)

Author: Johanna Lindsey

The exquisite niece of Lord Edward and Lady Charlotte Malory, Regina Ashton is outraged over her abduction by the arrogant, devilishly handsome Nicholas

Eden—and is determined to make the rogue pay . . . with his heart.

A golden-haired seducer, Nicholas has been hardened by a painful secret in his past. And now that he has besmirched Reggie's good name, the hot-tempered

lady has vowed to wed him. Her fiery beauty stirs Nicholas as no woman ever has—and the rake arouses Reggie's passion to an unendurable level. Such

uncontrolled desires can lead only to dangerous misunderstandings . . . and, perhaps, to a love that can live only once in a lifetime.

Read more

The Claiming of Sleeping Beauty: A Novel (Sleeping Beauty Trilogy Book 1)

Author: A. N. Roquelaure

Before E.L. James’ Fifty Shades of Grey and Sylvia Day's Bared to You, there was Anne Rice’s New York Times best seller The Claiming of Sleeping

Beauty

In the traditional folktale of "Sleeping Beauty," the spell cast upon the lovely young princess and everyone in her castle can only be broken by the kiss of a Prince.

It is an ancient story, one that originally emerged from and still deeply disturbs the mind's unconscious. In the first book of the trilogy, Anne Rice (author

of Beauty's Kingdom), writing as A.N. Roquelaure, retells the Beauty story and probes the unspoken implications of this lush, suggestive tale by exploring its

undeniable connection to sexual desire. Here the Prince awakens Beauty, not with a kiss, but with sexual initiation. His reward for ending the hundred years of

enchantment is Beauty's complete and total enslavement to him . . . as Anne Rice explores the world of erotic yearning and fantasy in a classic that becomes,

with her skillful pen, a compelling experience. Readers of Fifty Shades of Grey will indulge in Rice’s deft storytelling and imaginative eroticism, a sure-to-be

classic for years to come.

Praise for The Claiming of Sleeping Beauty:

"Articulate, baroque, and fashionably pornographic." —Playboy

"Something very special . . . at once so light and yet so haunting." —The Advocate

 

Read more

Property Of The Mountain Man (Montana Mountain Men Book 1)

Author: Gemma Weir

Tall, dark and muscled like a god, Beau Barnett is great with an axe. Every woman in Rockhead Point wants a taste of the mountain man. Including me. Except

he doesn’t even know my name. I’m just the girl behind the counter filling his coffee, while he grunts and grumbles, barely making eye contact. Then a newcomer

with a charming smile and a fancy suit shows up in Rockhead Point, and refuses to take no for an answer when he asks me to dinner. That’s when I find out Mr.

Mountain Man not only knows my name… he thinks I’m his property.

Read more

Bound By Hatred: An Enemies to Lovers Mafia Romance (Born in Blood Mafia Chronicles Book 3)
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Author: Cora Reilly

When Gianna watched her sister Aria getting married to a man she barely knew, she promised herself she wouldn’t let the same thing happen to her.Matteo –

The Blade – Vitiello set his eyes on Gianna the moment he saw her on his brother Luca’s wedding, and Rocco Scuderi is more than willing to give his daughter to

him, but Gianna has no intention of marrying for any other reason than love. A few months before the wedding, Gianna escapes her bodyguards and runs away.

She has enough money to flee to Europe and begin a new life. But staying undetected when the mob is searching for her is a challenge that takes everything,

especially as one of their best hunters and assassins is after her: Matteo Vitiello.After six months on the run, Gianna finally settles into a tentative routine in

Munich, but then Matteo and a couple of her father’s soldiers find her with another man.Despite her pleads they kill her boyfriend, and Gianna is forced to marry

Matteo. Her emotions alternating between guilt over having dragged an innocent into her world and hatred toward Matteo, Gianna is determined to make life hell

for her husband. But Matteo is a master at mind games and their struggle for power soon turns into hate-fueled nights of passion.**Book #3 in the "Born in Blood

Mafia Chronicles". This book can be read as a standalone.**

Read more

The Seduction of Pretty Lies (The Boys of Clermont Bay Book 5)

Author: Holly Renee

Devoted. Loyal. Shameless. The Boys of Clermont Bay had been my protectors for as long as I could remember.

And Olly Warner took the job to heart.

He was intense and all-consuming, and I had been in love with him for years.

Alarmingly handsome and recklessly charming, he attempted to deny there was ever anything between us.

But we slipped over that invisible line, and the moment we gave in, something fractured.

He was leaving regardless, and I couldn’t hang on tight enough for the both of us.

Olly had always been the boy I could never have, but I couldn’t help losing myself in him.

A searing affair, the guarantee of a broken heart, and the desperation of careless promises.

Olly and I were never meant to be, and we had become nothing more than a pretty lie.

Read more

Captured Light

Author: Raya Morris Edwards

Captured Light is an interconnected standalone, age gap, arranged marriage, mafia romance set in the same world as Captured Darkness. Both books can be

read separately or together. It is not part of a series.

Olivia

Olivia Barone has had her future planned out for her from the moment she was born. Grow into a beautiful, manicured mafia princess and marry underboss,

Lucien Esposito. But when she finally meets him, she realizes he’s more dangerous than she ever imagined.

He’s handsome, ice cold, and hungry for power. But is that exactly what she needs to become the woman she was born to be?

Lucien

After being falsely accused, Lucien endured horrific torture at his boss’s hand before his name was cleared. For years, he waited, biding his time and pretending

to be the ideal mafia underboss. Now it’s time to make his move.

In the midst of turmoil and betrayal, Lucien finds himself falling for his new wife. After years of operating alone, she might just be the perfect queen to sit at his

side.

This book contains situations not suitable for those under the age of 18. Some content may be triggering. Please see content warning inside book.

Read more

Baby + the Late Night Howlers (Sweetverse)

Author: Kathryn Moon
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Baby’s heat is coming…

After years of assuming she was a beta, discovering her omega designation in a biker bar surrounded by alphas isn’t exactly fulfilling any fantasies for Baby. She

only wanted to have a fun night, not get knotted, bitten, and bonded. Now Baby’s entire life is about to turn upside down. With her heat on its way, she needs to

find a pack, a nest, and alphas she can trust.

The Late Night Howlers have given up hope…

After years of waiting for an omega to choose them, this motorcycle club of alphas is ready to move on with their lives. Until one sweet woman takes a chance on

them. A rundown bar and apartment building is no place to spoil a new omega but the Howlers are determined to do right by Baby when she needs them. All they

have to do is keep her satisfied while resisting the mouthwatering temptation to bite and bond her, permanently.

When a rival MC comes sniffing after Baby, her safety is put at risk and the Howlers may be torn apart forever.

Read more

Electric Idol: A Deliciously Forbidden Modern Retelling of Psyche and Eros (Dark Olympus Book 2)

Author: Katee Robert

INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES AND USA TODAY BESTSELLER!

He was the most beautiful man in Olympus.

And if I wasn't careful, he was going to be my death.

*A scorchingly hot modern retelling of Psyche and Eros that's as sinful as it is sweet.*

In the ultra-modern city of Olympus, there's always a price to pay. Psyche Dimitriou knew she'd have to face Aphrodite's jealous rage eventually, but she never

expected her literal heart to be at stake...or for Aphrodite's gorgeous son to be the one ordered to strike the killing blow.

Eros has no problem shedding blood. Raised to be his mother's knife in the dark, he's been conditioned to accept that he's more monster than man. But when it

comes time to take out his latest target...he can't do it. Confused by his reaction to Psyche's unexpected kindness, he does the only thing he can think of to keep

her safe: he binds her to him, body and soul.

Psyche didn't expect to find herself married to the glittering city's most dangerous killer, but something about Eros wakens a fire inside her she's never felt before.

As lines blur and loyalties shift, Psyche realizes Eros might take her heart after all...and she's not sure she can survive the loss.

"Deliciously inventive...Red-hot."—Publishers Weekly STARRED for Neon Gods

"I get shivers just thinking of their interactions. SHIVERS."—Mimi Koehler for The Nerd Daily for Neon Gods

Read more

Melt For Us (The Holiday Masked Men Series)

Author: Molly Doyle

After going to a cabin in the woods, Quinn finds herself stuck in the midst of a blizzard with her three masked men. As they spend the holidays with one another,

Quinn is left captivated. Christmas and New Year’s Eve will never be the same.

Tis the season for giving, and receiving.

Holy, not so silent, night...

-

Reader discretion is advised for sensitive readers.

Read more

Illicit (The Wrong Alpha Book 3)

Author: Alessandra Hazard

These feelings are utterly wrong. He’s an impostor. But if he isn’t? They're even more wrong. 

 

The last time Liam Blake saw Anthony, Liam was five and Anthony was sixteen. Liam barely remembers him. He remembers adoring him and remembers missing 

him, but his childhood memories faded as he grew up. 

 

Fifteen years later, a man who calls himself Anthony Blake finally comes home after the war ends. He has documents that prove his identity, and he has 

Anthony's dark hair, blue eyes, and broad shoulders. There’s no reason to think he isn’t who he says he is—except for Liam’s strange, inexplicable attraction to 

the man who claims to be Anthony.
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Could he be an impostor? 

 

But if he is, who is he—and why is he pretending to be Anthony Blake? 

 

Illicit is an alpha/omega MM romance set in a sci-fantasy world. The book contains secret identities, not-so-forbidden love, and a happily ever after. Book 3 in the

Wrong Alpha series, but it can be read as a standalone.

Read more

Dear Heart, You Screwed Me

Author: Ashlee Rose

Dear Heart,

I can't believe I am even writing this.

I wanted a fresh start, to follow a new dream that I had to find after I lost Elijah.

Moving to New York was the best thing for me.

I had it all planned out.

New Friends, New Job and a New Adventure.

And a new adventure I had.

My best friend's dad.

It was supposed to be a taboo fling... but it was so much more.

We were tied together by more than a mutual connection.

It ran deeper than blood.

The thought of starting over again petrified me, but here I am, ready for a new beginning and the new adventure I craved, it just wasn't the one I had planned.

Dear Heart, you screwed me.

Read more

More Than Memories: A Standalone - Book Two

Author: N. E. Henderson

High school graduation is supposed to be the ending of one chapter and the beginning of another. The excitement of college comes and the mystery to what the

future holds. Mine ended in tragedy, and although my life didn’t end and the world didn’t stop turning around me, my heart still broke.

They told me she was dead. But that was a lie.

Her parents had other plans for her that I wasn’t supposed to be a part of. They used her amnesia to steal her from me, her friends, the life she wanted, the future

we had planned.

I should have searched harder, longer, but medical school and my residency that followed took over ten years of my life. I drowned myself in work, and when that

didn’t numb the pain, I sought relief with a tattoo needle.

A chance encounter changed everything.

There she was standing in the doorway, singing the lyrics to the song I was strumming on the guitar. After a decade, my love was back. But she was married with

two kids. And one of them—her nine-year-old—had eyes that mirrored my own.

Read more

Terror's Temptress: Forbidden fruit, an MC Princess (Dublin Falls' Archangel's Warriors MC Book 1)

Author: Ciara St. James

Terror: 

His name and person strike fear into the hearts of men. 

He’s the ultra-alpha leader of the Dublin Falls Archangel’s Warriors MC. 

He’s living the ultimate biker’s dream.
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He’s content until he sees her. 

All it took was one look, and he’ll do whatever it takes to have her. 

Even go up against her father. 

Or go to war with his club’s enemies and her secret one. 

 

Harlow: 

She’s the daughter of his charter chapter’s President, a club princess. 

She’s forbidden fruit. 

She’s sexy, deadly, tough, and beautiful. 

She’s not looking for a man, especially a biker. 

She knows what they’re like, hit it and quit it artists. 

She’s not about to become a conquest, not even for the one man 

who makes her feel things she’s never felt. 

 

But forces are out to tear them apart, permanently. Will Terror lose Harlow? Or will they together defeat their enemies and inner fears in order for her to become

Terror’s Temptress?

Read more

One Night Only (Sugar and Spice Book 1)

Author: BL Mute

“Would you like lube with that?”

This is what my life has been reduced down to… Asking old men if they would like WD-40 for their nether regions with their latest Naughty Nurses Volume 55

DVD from the adult store I work at.

Don’t get me wrong, this is my fault. I should have packed up and moved from this small town years ago, but I got comfortable, and now, I can’t seem to break the

chains this place has around me.

I want something new though– something exciting.

And when Reed Taylor– the too-fine-for-Earth, billionaire silver fox– walks in to make a few purchases of his own, I know I've hit the "New and Exciting" Jackpot.

KA-CHING! There's only one problem... Men like him don’t go for women like me. I’m too thick, too average, and far too boring. But to my surprise, he doesn’t

see me that way.

With enough cash to get me out of this Podunk town and my name on his dotted line, I make a deal to get out from under my rusty detachable showerhead and

under him. When all is said and done though, will “one night only” be enough?

Read more

Mine (Blood Ties Book 1)

Author: A.K. Rose

Family is everything…

I always knew my father was a cold, heartless bastard.

But the moment he took Elle Castlemaine and her pathetic daughter into our home, barely a month after our mom died, he unleashed something savage inside

me.

I didn’t care they lost their home. Didn’t care their father was behind bars.

Didn’t care he betrayed the notorious Stidda Mafia boss, Benjamin Rossi, and now their lives were in danger.

All I cared about was her.

Ryth.

I wanted to hurt her. Wanted to make her squirm.

I wanted to make her pay for the moans coming from my father’s bedroom.

When he slipped a ring onto her mother’s finger, Ryth became mine.

Mine to bully.
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Mine to break.

And I’ll use my brothers to do it.

She’ll become our favorite obsession.

Our sick, tormented game.

She’ll become the only thing I think about, until not thinking about her tears me apart.

I’ll hate her. I’ll hate her so much it hurts…

Read more

Always Waiting: A Reverse Harem Omegaverse Tale : Pack Russo (The San Francisco Omegas Book 1)

Author: Calliope Stewart

Eloise Taylor is waiting. Having made a childhood promise that she intends to keep she is now one of the oldest unbonded omegas at the San Francisco

Academy of Omegas (or SFOFA). As her heats become more and more unmanageable and dangerous she refuses to even consider a pack.

Pack Russo is notoriously anti-omega. At least its pack leader Leon Russo is. Eric Zhao, Gage Larson, Dominic Dubois, and their beta Owen Samuels don't really

understand it but follow their pack leader.

When faced with an ultimatum on both sides Eloise and Pack Russo are suddenly operating in very close quarters. Will they be able to move on from their past or

will their past come back and finish the job, never allowing this pack to move forward?

Always waiting is an 18+ omegaverse reverse harem featuring MM, MFM, MMFMM, and other sexual situations. Be warned omegaverse isn't for everyone and it

does feature knotting, heats, and other omegaverse features set in a contemporary setting.

** ON TRACK FOR A FEBRUARY 14TH 2022 RELEASE DATE **

Read more

Hedonist: King's Heat

Author: Roe Horvat

Insatiable omega king, his countless lovers, and one rough commoner who changes everything...

King Sebastian

I'm the first omega king in a land previously ruled by alphas, and I've had the audacity to remain unmarried. Of course, all kinds of outrageous tales surround my

palace. People say I'm a sorcerer constantly in heat, the orgies in my bathhouses never end, and every so often, a young alpha expires in my arms from

exhaustion.

The truth is much simpler; I love pleasure, and relish in erotic beauty, so I surround myself with it. My omega companions and my loyal guards love me, and our

arrangement is a far happier one than most marriages can aspire to be.

Except now I must find the right alpha to father my heir, and I need to choose carefully.

Jonah

King Sebastian is the single most stunning creature in the whole of the universe. He looks like a god of pleasure and fertility, so of course all his ministers and

soldiers follow him with the blindness of men in love.

I'm a dirty commoner, a mere horse handler. When the king orders me into the palace and gives me the most scandalous proposal, I'm stunned. Why, instead of

the noblemen who worship him, does Sebastian choose me? And how can I find the strength to say no?

—

Hedonist: King's Heat is the first book in a duet. The second and final instalment, Hedonist: King's Mate, comes out May 1st, 2022, and contains a happily

ever after for the main characters.

Hedonist is a paranormal romantic erotica, inspired by MM omegaverse. The story contains explicit, outrageous erotic scenes, and depicts various kinks and

fetishes.

Read more

Take It Down

Author: Nicole Jackson

Cam and her boyfriend think that they’ve hit the perfect lick. However, they soon realize that they’ve taken from the wrong man. When TD aka Take Down finds

them, they’ll pay handsomely, and the strength of their love will be tested. Ultimately, will they allow TD to take them down? Or will true love prevail?

Read more
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You Are Mine (The Lycans, 2)

Author: Jenika Snow

*A top 100 Amazon bestseller.*

Luca I'd lost my mind, was more animal than man. More crazed than sane. And all because I hadn't found my mate, that one female born to be mine and mine

alone.

As an over four-hundred-year-old Lycan, a supernatural being who was able to shift from human to my inner wolf, my kind was known as fearsome beasts with

unimaginable power. All feared us, and rightfully so.

I had given up hope of ever finding my mate and because of that had let my inner beast reign supreme, control me. I was far more rabid than anything else.

But then it happened. I saw her, my halfling mate. Part Lycan. Part vampire. She was perfect and made just for me.

I craved her like no other, and I'd have her as mine no matter what.

For there was nothing more dangerous than a male of the Otherworld finding his mate and keeping her close.

But she had protectors, brothers and a father who saw me for the beast I was, and were ready to go to war with me... to keep her from me.

I'd been waiting my entire life for her, and they'd soon realize I'd level anything and anyone who thought to stand in the way of claiming my prize, no matter the

consequences or repercussions.

Read more

A Touch of Malice (Hades X Persephone Book 3)

Author: Scarlett St. Clair

The next installment in the Hades and Persephone story from bestselling author Scarlett St. Clair. Discover the world of New Athens and the Greek

gods in a series that readers are calling "hopelessly addictive."

"I am not sure who you think I am," she said. "But let me be clear—I am Persephone, future Queen of the Underworld, Lady of Your Fate—may you

come to dread my presence."

Persephone and Hades are engaged. In retaliation, Demeter summons a snowstorm that cripples New Greece, and refuses to lift the blizzard unless her daughter

calls off her engagement. When the Olympians intervene, Persephone finds her future in the hands of ancient gods, and they are divided. Do they allow

Persephone to marry Hades and go to war with Demeter, or prohibit their union and take up arms against the God of the Dead?

Nothing is certain but the promise of war.

Read more

Subbing For Mr. Croft: A Forbidden Teacher Student Erotic Romance (Teacher's Pet Book 1)

Author: Amie Barnes

I know he wants to discipline me...

And I want to let him. Mr. Croft is stern and he likes his rules obeyed in the classroom, but I think it goes further than that. It's in the way he looks at his ruler, in

the way he tests the weight of it in his hands. I shiver as I imagine him whipping it through the air with a quiet whoosh before it lands on my heated skin. I want to

sub for my teacher in the dirtiest way.

Read more

Doctor Daddy - Sofia's Deep Exam: DDLG Medical Age-Play (Sexy Doctor Daddies Give Medical Exams)

Author: Andrea Wilde

When eighteen-year old intern Sofia deliberately messes up, she’s hoping the handsome older Doctor will be her dominant Daddy and give her the strict

punishment she’s always wanted. But when Doctor Mason finds out her dark secret, he can't resist using it to make her do all kinds of unethical and sexy

things. A firm spanking and a very intimate medical examination are just the start, once he gets her willing and submissive body strapped to his

examination couch.

This 9000+ erotic story features two consenting adults in explicit medical-themed DDlg age-play.
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Read more

HAMMERED BY MY BOYFRIEND’S DAD (…AND HIS WIFE): SHARING THE VIRGIN : Older Man Younger

Woman Cuckquean - Erotica Short Story (INSTA-SMUT SERIES Book 7)

Author: LUSTPEN

Alyssa is a curious, youthful and attractive 19-year-old virgin… who is painfully desperate to have her nether regions used and abused! But, her troublesome

boyfriend, Jack, is hesitant to seal the deal for some reason – despite her flirtatious advances and obvious come-ons.

During one afternoon, Jack mentions that his laptop broke and he’s been having to use his dad’s computer for the meantime. Not too exciting, right? However,

what he finds in his father’s browsing history sets Alyssa’s lusty imagination wild. A taboo family secret…

When Jack refuses her flirtations yet again, he readies himself for work and asks Alyssa to run back inside to grab his laptop so she can take it to a repair shop

later in the day. Annoyed, the curious girl enters the house by herself – with nobody home – to retrieve the item. Although… innocent Alyssa’s snooping nature

gets the better of her when she spots Mr. Hammerod’s computer in their home office. The beautiful girl sneaks into the room – where she discovers exactly what

he and his wife have been looking for online!

Excited and aroused beyond belief, Alyssa, believing herself to be alone for hours… begins letting her hands wander to naughty places while thinking of the

mature couple.

That’s when a voice, belonging to the man of the house, interrupts her dirty daydreaming… what happens next is sure to change her life forever!

HAMMERED BY MY BOYFRIEND’S DAD is an adult story containing explicit details of virgins, older man/younger woman, husband/wife, cuckqueaning and

threesomes… along with extremely naughty INSTA-SMUT scenes that will BLOW YOUR SOCKS OFF!!

Read more

Discovering Mr X : An enemies to lovers steamy romance (The Men Series Book 2)

Author: Elle Nicoll

★★★★★

Whoever said money can’t buy happiness has never sold their worn stockings.

Selling every pair to an anonymous buyer whilst working as a long-haul flight attendant means my lifelong dream is in reach.

A home to call my own.

It’s so close I can almost feel that front door key in my hand.

Until a giant ego in an overpriced suit steals that dream.

He’s smug, cocky, infuriating…

everything I hate.

I do what I must.

I declare war.

But no one ever truly wins on the battlefield.

There will be casualties.

He believes he has me.

I think I know him.

We are both wrong.

It soon becomes clear that discovering who we are to each other isn’t as straightforward as X marks the spot.

★★★★★

This is a standalone steamy romance, which is part of an interconnecting series. (The Men Series.) It is intended for readers aged 18 years and over.

Read more
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5 Rounds: An Enemies to Lovers Sports Romance (The Fight Game Book 1)

Author: Nikki Castle

She's a feisty workaholic that hates his guts.

He's an arrogant MMA fighter that can't afford any distractions.

This isn't the kind of fight they're used to...

When Remy is suddenly evicted from her apartment, her best friend offers to let her crash at his house while he's traveling for work. The only problem is, she

can't stand his arrogant, self-centered roommate, Tristan.

Now, she has to figure out how to live in the same house with him for ten days while dealing with all the temptation that comes with… including punching Tristan’s

smug face in. But when one night strips them of their masks and exposes the truth, they’re forced to reexamine how they really feel about each other.

While Remy struggles with her attraction to this notorious womanizer, Tristan has to decide if his feelings for Remy are worth it, or if they'll just distract him from

his longtime goal of becoming a world champion.

Can Tristan and Remy drop their guards long enough to fall in love? Or will old prejudices deliver the final blow?

Scroll up to dive into the world of Philly MMA today!

5 Rounds features strong language and explicit sexual scenes. Reader discretion is advised.

Read more

Sweet Girl

Author: Jack Whitney

Gavin has been toying with mortals’ lust and desire for longer than he can remember. He’s ditched the wings and silly bow and arrows in exchange for something

more powerful: a dating app he designed called Cupid’s Arrow.

Valentine’s is Gavin’s favorite night of the year, and Cupid’s Arrow is hosting a singles event at the hottest club in town. Gavin is ready to sit back and watch the

fun—until she walks in.

Chloe has given her friend an hour at this singles party before she walks out. The naughty candy hearts and gimmicky drinks amuse her, as does each person's

attempt at charming their way into her bed, but Chloe isn’t swayed—until a man who calls himself Cupid joins her at the bar.

Sweet Girl is an adult, short one-night smutty Valentine’s Day novella. Please check ‘Look Inside’ or the author’s Instagram for full adult content list.

Read more

My Boyfriend’s Daddy Wants To Get Me Wet: Age Gap Romance Older Man Younger Woman (My Forbidden

Daddy Romance Book 1)

Author: Jenny Barker

My boyfriend does another one of his disappearing acts, heading back to work and leaving me alone with his Dad. But what I haven’t realized is that this sexy,

mature stud has plans of his own for me now that we’re alone.

My boyfriend’s Dad wants to get me wet in the shower even though I’m dating his son. But will I join him in the shower where I know I’ll have the ride of my life or

will I find the strength not to submit to this dominant alpha male?

But once I’ve seen his muscular body stripped bare beneath the water will I be able to find the willpower to walk away or will I let myself be taken and claimed

and used for one night only?

A very hot and steamy erotic standalone story with a sexy mature stud and a naughty younger woman who’s willing to submit to some forbidden fun

with the man who is most off-limits in her life! A HEA guaranteed.

Read more
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A Touch of Ruin (Hades X Persephone Book 2)

Author: Scarlett St. Clair

The second in the captivating Hades and Persephone series from fan-favorite bestselling author Scarlett St. Clair.

"Are you saying you wouldn't fight for me?"

Hades sighed and brushed his finger along her cheek. "Darling, I would burn this world for you."

Persephone's relationship with Hades has gone public and the resulting media storm disrupts her normal life and threatens to expose her as the Goddess of

Spring. To add to her troubles, everyone seems eager to warn Persephone away from the God of the Dead by exposing his hellish past.

Things only get worse when a horrible tragedy leaves Persephone's heart in ruin and Hades refusing to help. Desperate, she takes matters into her own hands,

striking bargains that lead to severe consequences. Faced with a side of Hades she never knew, and crushing loss, Persephone wonders if she can truly become

Hades's queen.

Read more

In His Custody

Author: Jessa Kane

When London is released from juvenile hall, a tall, raspy-voiced stranger greets her outside, intending to bring her home. Police captain Brody claims to be her

mother’s new husband...and though London has never met the man, she’s released into his custody. The hardened officer is determined to set London on the

right path in her mother’s absence. While London rebels at first, his brand of discipline is too pleasurable to deny. And soon they’re giving in to the blistering heat

generating between them. But things aren’t always what they seem. London might have just met her stepfather, but he’s known her for a long, long time…

Read more

Her Soul for Revenge (Souls Trilogy)

Author: Harley LaRoux

Juniper

After a cult tried to sacrifice me to their wicked God, I went on the run, doing whatever was necessary to survive. Until a demon offered me a deal: give him my

soul and he'll help me claim the vengeance I seek. Blood will be spilled, and the monsters I once ran from will soon be running from me. But damning my soul

was just the beginning - it's my heart the demon wants next.

Zane

I've been hunting souls for centuries, but she's the ultimate prize - vicious and feral, with a broken soul as dark as my own. I thought claiming her would be a

simple game, but Juniper is far from simple. I chose to follow her on a path drenched with the blood of her enemies, but it's our blood that may be spilled next. As

an ancient God wakes from Its slumber, neither of us may survive.

Her Soul for Revenge is book 2 in the Souls Trilogy. Although all the books are interconnected, they are stand-alone and can be read in any order.

Content Note

This book contains sexual scenes, kink/fetish content, horror elements, drug use, scenes of trauma, anxiety, and PTSD, and depictions of "hard" kink/edgeplay. A

complete CW can be found in the frontmatter of the book.

Read more

My Mountain Man Muse (Mounting Mountain Men Book 4)

Author: Olivia T. Turner

I’ve always dreamed of renting a cottage in the mountains for a week to write a romance novel and now I’m finally here.

I have everything I need.

- Log cabin on a secluded mountain (check)

- A week off work to do nothing but write (check)

- A light snow falling outside as I sit under a blanket at the desk (check)

- An amazing love story that writes itself (what’s the opposite of a check?)
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It’s my second day here and I haven’t written one word.

Can you still get writer’s block if you’re not a real writer?

It’s all a disaster until I’m wandering through the woods and see some much-needed inspiration.

It comes in a big, bearded, growly package.

His name is Jayden Rowe and he’s a rugged mountain man who says he owns everything on this mountain.

Including me.

Suddenly, with Jayden’s shirtless body to gawk at while he chops wood, the words start flowing and my book comes alive.

But when it’s time to write the love scene, the words dry up and I have nothing.

What I need is a little mountain man inspiration to get the book going again.

Research. That’s what I need.

Hot, sweaty, sultry research with my gorgeous new mountain man friend.

That’s when I decide that I’m going to seduce Jayden…

…for research purposes of course.

Are you ready for an ax-wielding mountain man who knows how to handle his wood? Lily will have you laughing, and Jayden will have you swooning and stopping

to fan yourself with your Kindle. Grab a glass of wine, lock everyone out of the room, and get ready to have a wild time with this crazy pair!

No cheating, SAFE, and a wintery HEA!

Read more

Royal Savage (Savage & Ink Book 1)

Author: Victoria Ashley

ROYAL SAVAGE

I CAN’T CLOSE MY EYES… I refuse to. Every time I do, all I see is blood, death, and pain. I can feel it - almost taste it, bringing me back to that night.

It doesn't matter that I'm still breathing; I no longer need it, I no longer want it. I despise it along with everything else around me.

The only thing I long for is to fu@king fade away. I've given up. Until her at least…

AVALON.

She comes into my world, knocking me on my a@s.

It turns me on to have her around me. Makes me want to wrap my hand around her tight little throat and fu@k her until she feels my pain, feels the monster in

me, but also makes me want to protect her from the very thing that she should be afraid of... me.

Once she sees the damage that I’m capable of; she’ll look at me like everyone else around me does: with fear.

AVALON KNIGHT

HIS EYES... THE DARKNESS IN them draws me to him, making me want to taste him, feel him… and save him. I shouldn't have gotten on the back of his

motorcycle that day. I know that now. Colton warned me. I was told it was dangerous. I was told that nothing would be the same. He was right.

ROYAL is dangerous, dark, and seductive; the very thing that keeps me hanging on, willing to give my last breath just to touch him… breathe him in.

He’s savage, inked, and highly captivating. So different from his brother…

He's hazardous to my health, mind, and body, yet the only thing that I crave. I want to free him. I want to change his mind, but I'm afraid that he’s already too

faded…

Disclaimer: This entire series is graphic with detailed violence, sex, and language.

If you’re offended by books that have explicit content, please proceed with caution.

Read more

Little Slice of Hell (MM Monster Romance) (Creature Cafe Series Book 1)

Author: Clio Evans

Creatures of all kinds go to the Barista to find love, including the devilishly sexy incubus known as Dante.
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Dante wants to find his soul mate— someone that won’t scream when they see his horns, his tail, and his…other thing. Thousands of years of seduction and

power, and he still can’t fill the hole in his heart.

When the Barista sets Dante up with a human named Peter, he realizes that he’s never wanted anyone else more. Peter is resistant though, especially when it

comes to the L word.

Dante has his work cut out for him if he’s going to finally get his own little slice of hell.

This novella has the following:

• Hot MONSTER Scenes

• Special package….

• Fated Mates Love

• BDSM

• Sword Crossing

• And more ;)

The Creature Cafe Series follows the Barista and who he matchmakes. Each book will have a different monster finding their true love, tons of spicy scenes, and

special *ahem* appendages. Follow Clio Evans on Instagram, Facebook, or Tiktok to stay up to date on monster related shenanigans.

Read more

Stepbrother Weekend: Filthy Dirty Desires

Author: Olivia T. Turner

My mother is getting remarried and I was originally thrilled.

Not only was I getting a new stepfather, but I’m getting a stepbrother too.

My enthusiasm left when I saw Tanner Lawson walk into the room.

He’s my new stepbrother.

My new filthy-mouthed, dirty-talking, obsessed-with-me stepbrother.

I’ve always been a good girl. Responsible, honest, and mature beyond my years.

But my tattoo-covered, rule-breaking stepbrother is bringing out a new side of me.

He’s impossible to ignore.

He knows how to push every button I have.

The good and the bad ones.

He says we’re family now and we have to share everything.

This is so wrong.

It’s so filthy.

But why does it feel so good?

There’s nothing like a family getaway with a dirty-talking stepbrother to keep things exciting! Eleanor will have her hands full (and her mouth full) with the hot new

addition to her family.

Insta-love at its finest in a SAFE read with no cheating and a super sweet HEA guaranteed. Double V-cards. Enjoy!

Welcome to a filthy dirty desires!

Forget being sweet … this year we want to give into our dirtiest desires. Taboo, dangerous, and over-the-top, we’re bringing you everything you were too scared

to ask for.

**Don’t worry, loves, these are still packed with the heroes you crave and the HEA’s you deserve!

Read more

The Raven Room (The Raven Room Trilogy)

Author: Ana Medeiros

A searing erotic thriller perfect for those tantalized by A. R. Torre’s Deanna Madden series . . . 

 

Anything you can imagine. Everything you crave. For the members of The Raven Room, it’s every fantasy fulfilled. But for some, that desire is a matter of life and 

death. 

 

Drawn by a need he cannot control, Julian ventures to The Raven Room, a secret and exclusive sex club in the underbelly of Chicago. It goes beyond sex. It 

goes beyond kink. The Raven Room is the only place where Julian finds release from the dangerous urges that threaten to destroy the successful life he’s worked 

so hard to build. 
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Meredith’s body can’t get enough of Julian. He has opened her sexual horizons to tempting new possibilities. But out of bed she’s an aspiring journalist, and The

Raven Room is the story she’s been looking for. By writing an exposé on the club and its elite clientele, she plans to launch her career. 

 

But when the police link The Raven Room to the death of a young woman, it threatens to expose a number of powerful people—people who would kill to stay

anonymous. And Meredith must decide how much she can trust the man who has laid bare her erotic nature—and how much she will sacrifice in order to protect

him . . . 

 

“The Raven Room will have everything you could possibly want and more.” —San Francisco Book Review 

 

“With a cliffhanger ending, The Raven Room will leave readers wondering what will happen next.” —RT Book Reviews

Read more

Penthouse Sisters: Part One

Author: Nick Storming

Part 1 of 2 in a Taboo Harem Fantasy

A Nerd with a penthouse, three sexy Coeds, and a MILF; a match made in heaven!

I’ve done well since moving out at eighteen. Within a few years, I founded two companies and sold one of them. Unfortunately, money and success couldn’t fill

the hole in my soul.

My ordered little world was about to be flipped on its head when I got a call out of the blue from my stepsister Kate. Kicked out of their campus apartment, she

and her friends need a place to stay.

What follows will break me from my shell and show me there’s more to life than making money. Much more.

This story contains: Coeds, Milf's, Anal, Cock Worship, Blowjobs, FFM, FFFM scenarios and more.

Read more

Bound By Temptation (Born in Blood Mafia Chronicles Book 4)

Author: Cora Reilly

Liliana Scuderi has been in love with Romero from the moment she first saw him. After her sisters were married off for tactical reasons, she hopes she might be

allowed to choose a husband for herself, but when her father promises her to a man more than twice her age that hope is crushed. No begging can make him

change his mind.

Romero has always ignored Lily’s flirting. Her age and status made her off-limits but even someone as dutiful as him has only so much control. Wanting her when

she’s supposed to marry another man could mean war between New York and the Chicago Outfit, and Romero has always put the Cosa Nostra first.

Lily suspects her sisters and Romero would risk everything for her, but is her happiness worth that much? Is love worth a war between the Cosa Nostra and the

Outfit?

Read more

Owned By The Mountain Man (Montana Mountain Men Book 2)

Author: Gemma Weir

Huge, muscled and sexy in plaid, Huck Barnett is one of the most beautiful men I’ve ever seen. Every woman in Rockhead Point wants a taste of the mountain

man. Including me.

Except, after a drunken girls’ night out, instead of waking up with him in my bed, I wake up with a killer hangover and an inbox full of his texts telling me how

reckless and dangerous my antics are.

Now my dad and brother want to find me a husband, and my ex-boyfriend has decided he wants the job.

But I’m not looking for marriage, I’d rather have a few incredible nights with the annoying mountain hottie. Only it turns out he’s not looking for a hook-up, he

wants to own me.

Read more

Crushing On Her Stepdad: A Taboo Forbidden Man of the House Romance (Family Playtime Book 29)

Author: Amie Barnes
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He was protective because he wanted me for himself...

I may not have been raised in the country, but I love life on my stepdad's ranch. I love riding my horse and spending my free time outside. The only problem is

that my stepdad is always keeping an eye on me. He doesn't like the way the ranch hands watch me. There's not much he can do since I'm eighteen, but then

one day I realize that there could be a selfish reason he's so protective. Maybe he wants me all to himself.

Read more

Your Dad Will Do (A Touch of Taboo)

Author: Katee Robert

I’ve been harboring a dark secret for two long years. I’ve been fantasizing about my fiancé’s father, thinking filthy thoughts that a good daughter-in-law should not

be indulging in. So when I catch my fiancé cheating on me, there’s only one revenge that will fulfill all my needs.

I’m going to seduce his father. It’s dirty and it’s wrong, and I don’t care. I want him, so I mean to have him.

After this weekend, my ex won’t be the only one who calls his father Daddy.

Read more

Little Piece of Sass (FFM Monster Romance) (Creature Cafe Series Book 5)

Author: Clio Evans

Creatures of all kinds go to the Barista to find love, including the werewolf/werecat couple known as Al and Luna.

Ready to start building their own pack, they’ve asked the Barista to find someone who’s willing to be loved not by one— but both of them.

When the Barista hires Quinn to work in the cafe, she has plans of revenge against the world of creatures. These plans are ruined when Al and Luna become

determined to show Quinn that not all monsters are bad— even if they do bite.

This steamy trio finds themselves falling fast, even when Quinn’s troubled past comes after all three of them. Al, Luna, and Quinn are in this together— fighting

tooth and claw for their own happy ending.

This novella has the following:

• Hot MONSTER Scenes

• Double d package….

• Primal Play

• WlW scenes (FF)

• Fated Mates Love

• And more ;)

The Creature Cafe Series follows the Barista and who he matchmakes. Each book will have a different monster finding their true love, tons of spicy scenes, and

special *ahem* appendages. Follow Clio Evans on Instagram, Facebook, or Tiktok to stay up to date on monster-related shenanigans.

Read more

This Day: A Novel (365 Days Book 2)

Author: Blanka LipiÅ■ska

The steamy and thrilling story of Laura and Massimo continues in this unputdownable sequel to the international bestseller 365 Days—the inspiration

behind Netflix’s blockbuster movie.

Laura Biel’s new life in Sicily looks like the perfect fairy tale: a grand wedding, a wealthy and devoted husband, a baby on the way, and lavish luxury complete

with servants, extravagant cars, and seaside palazzos. Yes, all of this would be perfect, except for the fact that Laura is constantly surrounded by gangsters as

the threat of her kidnapping looms large. Laura is about finally discover what it means to be married to the most dangerous man in Italy.

Read more

Ashes of Chaos (Legacy of the Nine Realms Book 2)

Author: Amelia Hutchins
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Creating a new House of Magic is hard work. Aria knew she had a tall task ahead of her, cleaning up the mess her family had made in the Nine Realms, but

nothing could have prepared her for the horrors that awaited within the Nine Realms.

Dark magic has taken hold of the lands as Aria finds herself in the middle of an ongoing war while playing cat and mouse with Knox, who hunts her relentlessly.

To make matters worse, Aria's creature has grown impatient and is doing everything she can to get back to the monster within Knox, even knowing that Aria's

heart is on the line.

How far will Aria go to protect those she loves from Knox's wrath? How long can she evade the man stalking her every waking hour as her body and mind fight

against the growing need for him to claim her? Can she break the curse that has plagued the Hecate bloodline for over 500 years while protecting her heart?

Maybe the answers lie with the mysterious silver-haired men that have come to Aria's aid, or perhaps they are just like everyone else wanting to kill or claim her,

realizing she is the key to winning the war. Aria intends to bring the Nine Realms and the male stalking her to their knees in this fast-paced, action-packed, and

sexy epic fantasy adventure.

Action packed epic fantasy that will leave you breathless, and cheering on the underdog.

Read more

The Deceit of a Devil : An Enemies to Lovers Romance (The Boys of Clermont Bay Book 4)

Author: Holly Renee

Sinless. Stunning. Damaged. Tempting. Allie Taylor had been the girl I hated for as long as I could remember.

And now she loathed me just as much.

It didn’t matter that I betrayed her to save her.

Completely devastated and infuriated by my dishonesty, she had no intentions of ever trusting me again.

Her trust was shattered, her hate raging on with each second. She would never look at me the same again.

Our past was full of pain and lies that could never be forgotten.

I knew what I did was irreparable, but I refused to let her walk away without another chance.

I should have left things in the past.

I didn’t.

I couldn’t.

I won’t.

I needed her. Even if it cost me everything.

Read more

Initiation: Sex Wizards, Book 1

Author: Alethea Faust

Magic is a rare gift that only exists in the bloodlines of the rich, the royal, and the reputable. Dominai of Airedale, a poor hunter and forest guide, is barely one of

those things. But after a moonlit encounter with the wizard Allisande, Dominai's life is changed forever. She reveals that Dominai has magic in his lineage and

provides him with a letter of introduction to the Crux, the center of magical study in the Kingdom of Straetham.

Magical study is a far cry from the dusty tomes and rituals Dom was expecting. Instead, it is sex and desire, submission and surrender, loyalty and love, and,

above all, trust. But when the trust of the Crux is betrayed, Dom must face his own insecurities and the unknown to protect his new home and his fellow wizards.

Alethea Faust’s debut novel delivers risk-aware consensual kink, hard BDSM, budding relationships between kind, emotionally mature adults, and a lot of butt

stuff.

Initiation is a full-length adult fantasy, the first in the epic Sex Wizards series set in a sex-positive, magical world. This novel has a kink-based magic system which

crosses a wide range of play with varying degrees of intensity. The wizards of the Crux include pansexual, polyamorous, fantasy race, nonbinary, gender

non-conforming and intersex characters. Please see book preview for full CW.

Read more
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The Encounter (Alpha Billionaires Book 3)

Author: B.L. Brooks

• CLEO •

Her innocence beams…

I’d be nothing but a fool to let this one go.

Scarlet White is the greatest treasure to ever enter my world. There’s no painted future without her contagious smile and quirky remarks inside of it.

She may think she’s all alone at times…but ever since our paths first crossed, that couldn’t be any less true.

And when bumping into each other on surprising grounds, I know I’d rather die before ever giving up on making Scarlet the one. Even when the angel discovers

the man I truly am, there’s no turning back—for either one of us.

If you enjoy swoon-worthy men addicted to their woman of interest, you’ll heat up for the bad-boy alphas in my Alpha Billionaire series! In the third

book of the series, you’ll fall in love with Scarlet and Cleo’s story!

Read more

The Librarian and the Orc: A Monster Fantasy Romance (Orc Sworn)

Author: Finley Fenn

He’s a fierce, ferocious, death-dealing beast. And he’s reading a book in her library...

In a world of recently warring orcs and men, Rosa Rolfe leads a quiet, scholarly life as an impoverished librarian — until the day she finds an orc. In her library.

Reading a book.

He’s rude, aggressive, and deeply terrifying, with his huge muscled form, sharp black claws, and cold, dismissive commands. But he doesn’t seem truly

dangerous… at least, until night falls. And he makes Rosa a shocking, scandalous offer…

Her books, for her surrender.

Her ecstasy.

Her enlightenment…

Rosa’s no fool, and she knows she can’t possibly risk her precious library for this brazen, belligerent orc. Even if he is surprisingly well-read. Even if he smells like

sweet, heated honey. Even if he makes Rosa’s heart race with fear, and ignites all her deepest, darkest cravings at once…

But surrender demands a dangerous, devastating price. A bond that can’t easily be broken. And a breakneck journey to the fearsome, forbidding Orc

Mountain, where a curious, clever librarian might be just what’s needed to stop another war…

________________________________

A dark, angsty, full-length fantasy romance. Comes after The Heiress and the Orc, but also reads as a standalone. Happily ever after guaranteed.

Read more

Ganged and Milked by Brutal Step Brother â■■ Explicit Filthy Aroused Hottest Dirty Sex Stories Collection:

Age Gap Old Man, Swinger, Used, Bisexual, Group Shared, Age Gap, Fantasy, MMF, Brats College

Author: Violette Turner

250 stories of mouth-watering, filthy erotica... tons of taboo encounters, loads of, well loads... come and get your fill (these fertile women sure will be)!!

You know you want this, so come and get it -- then come again, and again!

A collection of all things sexy... pole hardening, slit wetting pleasures -- ready and waiting to get you off!

Read more

Christmas at the Club: A Christmas BDSM Romance Anthology
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Author: Alta Hensley

Spend the holidays club hopping with your favorite BDSM romance series & authors!

Seventeen BRAND NEW holiday stories brought to you by this hot collection of New York Times, USA Today, and international bestselling authors.

Time to pack your play bag and dive into the genre’s sexiest worlds to see if your favorite couples have been naughty or nice this year!

Featuring stories from:

Alta Hensley

Annabel Joseph

Ann Mayburn

Claire Thompson

Dani René

Golden Angel

Jennifer Bene

Kay Elle Parker

Linzi Basset

Livia Grant

L.K. Shaw

Maren Smith

Measha Stone

Pepper North

Samantha A. Cole

Sierra Cartwright

Tara Crescent

Read more

The Doctor (Nashville Neighborhood Book 1)

Author: Nikki Sloane

For years, he was a part of my life. I watched him rush to the hospital countless times, his beautiful surgeon hands racing to save lives.

After all this time, I can’t escape the truth.

I want Dr. Lowe.

Lust chokes each moment we’re together. He promises to fulfill my fantasies—every dirty, naughty desire we can dream up.

Only, I can’t have him.

He’s confident. Experienced. Seductive.

And he’s my ex-boyfriend’s father.

Read more

In Service to Daddy: Book Five: Age Play, Daddy little boy, DDLB, Daddy Dom, Kinky, Insta-Love, Billionaire,

BDSM, Dom Romance Series (Billionaire Doms Of Crash 5)
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Author: Amarra Skye

College professor Jax agrees to visit his best friend in Colorado, the same state where his online crush lives. They’ve been flirting online for over a year, and he’s

never even asked the man’s name, so what are the chances of meeting him in a city as large as Denver?

Truth is, tech billionaire Charlie hasn’t even looked for love since he started talking to the adorable nerd online. Who wouldn’t be smitten by a hunk who

makes viral comic book videos and sings songs about being your slave on TikTok?

Never in his wildest dreams did he imagine that when he finally comes face to face with the super-hot, TikTok-famous man, his handsome crush, known for his

deliciously deep voice, would be so blown away he’d get tongue-tied?

With all the reasons to say no, will they overcome their differences and say yes to love?

Read more

Riding Lessons with Step Daddy â■■ Collection of Milked & Used Erotica Sexy Stories for Women: Dark

Daddy Dom, Harems, Adults Menage Age Gap, Brats College, Dominant, Taboo Romance

Author: Sarah O Barrett

A collection of filthy, blow your socks off erotic stories, ready and waiting for you!

What's inside? Find out now!

30 hot, dirty sex tales... dripping with all those explicit, naughty details you've been craving!

Ever wonder what it would be like to give in to forbidden temptation, or to play out your wildest fantasies? Then look no further, because this mega collection of

very hot and explicit sex stories will do just that.

So tight... so tempting... so taboo!

Read more
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